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The free version, up to
version 18.3, lets you resize,
crop, adjust white balance,

adjust contrast, retouch
faces, convert, and otherwise

manipulate images. In
version 19.0 onwards, it also
allows users to create and

edit gif animations. See the
the official Adobe help pages
for further information. Edit

The main window has a
number of tools for editing

images. The toolbar contains
almost the same tools as in a

traditional graphics editor
like Adobe Photoshop. The

two most notable tools,
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however, are the Edit
Gradient tool and the Auto

Smart Tone button. The Edit
Gradient tool is used to add
or remove color gradients to

photos. It is similar to the
Gradient tool in Photoshop,

except it works over multiple
photos. A gradient is a

smooth variation in colors
between two points. The Auto
Smart Tone button is used to

change the contrast of an
image. The Image tab (below

the toolbar) contains a
number of useful tools such

as make a duplicate of a
photo, apply sharpening, etc.
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The Adjustments tab (below
the Image tab) lets you set

the white balance of a photo.
The Crop tool is used to crop
images without altering the
aspect ratio. Adjust and Edit
The Adjustments tab lets you
make changes to the basic
image settings. There are

some nice presets for making
various changes to an image,

and the tools are generally
well-designed. However, if

you want more control over
the changes, here is a

breakdown of the
Adjustments tab. The

Adjustments tab allows you
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to make the following basic
image adjustments (click the
arrows on the left of the tab

to cycle through different
controls): Colors Color

Balance Smooth Tones Bright
Tones Gamma Hue

Saturation Contrast Levels
Hue-Saturation (Channel

Mixer) Colorize Curves Basic
Shadow The first three tools

(Color Balance, Smooth
Tones, Bright Tones) let you
apply different settings to an
image. For example, you can
apply a warmer color setting
and make the blue in a photo
appear more vivid. The next
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five tools (Gamma, Hue,
Saturation, Contrast, Levels)
let you adjust those settings
in various ways. The last two

(Hue-Saturation, Color
388ed7b0c7
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The present invention relates
to a novel liquid crystal
compound and an optically
anisotropic composition
comprising the same and,
more specifically, it relates to
an optically anisotropic
composition comprising the
liquid crystal compound
having good compatibility
with a polymer composition
to form a polymer
composition. The liquid
crystal phase has generally
been utilized as a phase
exhibiting the electrical
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properties of a crystal, optical
properties of a liquid,
physical properties of a liquid
or phases such as isotropic
phase, nematic liquid
crystalline phase or
thermotropic phase. It is well
known that in an optically
anisotropic medium, a
substance having a chiral
structure would have a
characteristic of
birefringence. Therefore, the
optical anisotropic medium
using a chiral compound has
been studied extensively.
Coumarin compounds have
been widely used as a liquid
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crystalline compound,
because their absorption is
relatively small in a visible
region and they have a high
helical pitch (see, for
instance, Japanese Laid-Open
Patent Application Nos.
50-132036 and 50-132037).
The liquid crystal phases
have been recently used as a
high-quality optical switching
elements, a ferroelectric
liquid crystal, a memory
device, an image display
device, e.g., a display and so
on. There is a great demand
for the liquid crystal
compounds capable of stably
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providing such liquid crystal
phases. The liquid crystal
composition would be useful
if it are stable. For instance, a
liquid crystal composition
having a high helical pitch is
required for an optical switch
having a large operating
margin or a liquid crystal
composition having a high
helical pitch and a good
memory response. There
have been developed various
optical applications of an
liquid crystal composition
containing a compound
having the ester structure
including the liquid crystal
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compounds wherein an ester
structure containing the
carbonyl group has been
used as the main structural
component. For instance,
there have been reported a
chiral mixed system
comprising an ester
compound represented by
the following formula
##STR2## wherein R
represents an alkyl group
having 1 to 8 carbon atoms
and ##STR3## wherein
R.sup.1 and R.sup.2 each
represents an alkyl group
having 1 to 8 carbon atoms
or an alkenyl group having 2
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to 8 carbon atoms (see, for
instance, Japanese Laid-Open
Patent Application Nos.
56-114065, 57-122471,
57-132666, 57-187569 and
58-100119). The optically

What's New in the?

Early operative intervention
in patients with metastatic
malignancy of the spine and
spinal cord. The records of 43
patients with disseminated
cancer of the spinal cord who
underwent surgical resection
in a year period were
reviewed. Surgical resection
of the spinal lesion was
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performed in 22 patients as
primary therapy. In addition
to biopsy, which was the sole
procedure performed in three
patients, posterior
decompression, removal of
the vertebral body,
laminectomy, and evacuation
of the tumor were performed
on these patients. The early
mortality rate for the entire
series was 2.8% with a
median survival of less than
1 year. The two-year survival
rate for the entire series was
19%. This patient group had
a median preoperative
Karnofsky Performance
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Status of 70, which improved
to 100 at 1 year and 62 at 2
years. Those patients who
were relatively asymptomatic
preoperatively and had a
single spinal lesion survived
for a significantly longer
period (8.1 +/- 3.1 months;
range, 3 to 25 months) than
the 19 patients who had
metastatic disease
throughout the spine (4.9 +/-
1.6 months; range, 1 to 9
months) (p less than 0.01).
Fifteen patients with solitary
metastases had an average
survival of 5.5 +/- 4.3
months, compared to only 2
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patients with multiple lesions,
both of whom survived for
less than 3 months. Late
complications included
cerebrospinal fluid fistula,
infection, and respiratory
dysfunction. This study has
shown that operative
intervention in the
management of patients with
metastatic malignant lesions
of the spinal cord has a
significant effect in the length
of survival.Letter: Gov.
Andrew Cuomo’s plan to end
Sandy Hook promise won’t
end bloodshed After
Governor Andrew Cuomo, in
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a made-for-TV moment of
lunacy, called for a ban on all
semi-automatic weapons and
high-capacity magazines, gun-
control advocates rushed to
the microphones to announce
“all is right with the world.”
The ban on semi-automatic
weapons would have made
Cuomo the 49th out of 50
governors to do that, and the
57th since 1994. It would
have also been the third time
the state has banned semi-
automatics, after the state
banned them in 1981 and in
1993, and before that banned
them in 1972. To be fair, the
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bill has plenty of other
provisions. It calls for
background checks on all gun
purchases, the most common
of
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